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Follow us for more
activities and resources!

You get to decide how the
artifacts should look! Learn about

Boulder history through the
stories that go with each picture.



At the Museum of Boulder, we
have thousands of artifacts in our

collection. An artifact is any object
that helps us learn about people.
We put these artifacts on display
to tell the stories of Boulder and
the people who have lived here.





This outfit belonged to
Martha Maxwell. Martha

lived in the 1800s and wore
this outfit, called a bloomer

suit, while she hiked
through the woods to hunt.

She taught herself
taxidermy to preserve the

animals she hunted so that
she could teach other
people about them. 





One of the most popular
sports in Boulder is skiing!
This ski suit was made for

racers by the company
Spyder, which was started

in the 1970s by a local
Boulderite. Today, the brand
is worn by top skiers all over

the world. 



This is a cow skull that has been
painted by Bob Spoonhunter, an

Arapaho artist from the Wind
River Reservation. Bob has

worked to encourage interest in
ways Arapaho people made art

long ago.





These outfits were worn
by people known as

"hippies" in the 1960s.
Many hippies lived in

Boulder, and are part of
why Boulder became
known as a weird and

wacky city. 



Before cars were invented,
people had to figure out other
ways of getting around. In the

1800s, some wealthier families
owned horses to pull carriages

like this one, which belonged to
the Clyncke family from Boulder.





This is the Kepler
spacecraft. It was built

in Boulder and went
into orbit in 2009. Its

job was to look at
planets and send

information about
them back to Earth, so
scientists could see if

any planets could
support life. The Kepler
was retired in 2018. At

the Museum of Boulder,
we have a replica of the
Kepler, flying above our

heads in the Boulder
Experience gallery.



These shoes belonged to
Lucile Berkeley Buchanan
Jones. Lucile was the first
black woman to graduate

from the University of
Colorado Boulder in 1918.
She wore these shoes for

her wedding in 1926. 



This is a tray from Celestial
Seasonings, a tea company

located in Boulder. Celestial
Seasonings was founded by
Mo Siegel in 1969, and now

people all over the world
drink their tea.


